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Taking a Stand
ln the fall of 2002, United States President George W.

Bush delivered a speech on international security

before the United Nations in NewYork:

55 We must choose between a world of fear and a

world of progress. We cannot stand by and do noth-

ing while dangers gather. We must stand up for our

security and for the permanent rights and for the
hopes of mankind.!!
-George W. Bush, Remarks at the United
Nations General Assembly, September 12, 2002

Focus Question What kinds of threats to national

and global security do nations face today?
President Bush emphasizes the importance of national
securig in a speech to U.S. Coast Guard members in 2003.

Security in a Dangerous World
Objectives
. Explain why nucleaq biological, and chemical

weapons threaten global security.
. Analyze the various terrorist groups and why

they are becoming more and more dangerous.
. Describe the various ways in which the United

States and other nations have responded to
terrorism.

Terms, People, and Places

proliferate Afghanistan
terrorism Taliban
al Qaeda

N*.Toklng
Reading Skill: Compare and Contrast Use the
chart to compare threats to global security.

Threats to Security

Nuclear Weapons Nuclear weapons unsecured
in former Soviet Union
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The end of the Cold War seemed to promise an end to global con-

flict and the threat of nuclear war. However, since the fall of the

Iron Curtain, new and unpredictable threats continue to haunt

the world.

The Threat of Modern Weapons
During the cold waq the united states and the soviet Union built

huge arsenals of nuclear weapons. When the Cold War ended,

those weapons still existed. Since then, keeping nuclear, chemical,

and biological weapons out ofthe hands of dangerous groups has

become an important issue.

The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty In 1968, during a thaw

in the Cold War, the United States, the Soviet IJnion, and 60 other

nations signed the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). The

purpose of the treaty was to ensure that nuclear weapons did not

proliferate, or rapidly spread to nations that had no nuclear

weapons. Since then, the treaty has been renewed, with 189

nations agreeing not to develop or possess nuclear weapons.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) monitors

nations regularly to check that they comply with the treaty. Three

nations have not signed the NPT: India, Israel, and Pakistan. All

three have nuclear weapons. India and Pakistan's testing of

nuclear weapons in 1998 raised fears of a nuclear arms race in

Asia. A few signers of the NPI such as Iran, have tried to sidestep

the treaty by acquiring nuclear technology that they claim is being

used to develop nuclear power as an energ'y source'
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A Risky Situation
Vials of the bacteria that cause plague were
left improperly secured in Kazakhstln by
Soviet scientists.

Russia's Nuclear weapons During the 1990s, the united states and
Russia agreed to reduce their nuclear arsenals. However, after the collapse
of the soviet union, Russia's nuclear weapons were scattered across a vast
territory. with aid from the united states and Europe, Russia dismantled,
or took apart, some nuclear weapons. Despite the agreements, however, both
the United States and Russia held on to their nuclear stockpiles.

weapons of Mass Destructioh As you have read, weapons of mass
destruction (WMDs) include nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.
Nuclear weapons include the atomic bomb. Biological weapons refer
mainly to germs that can be released into the air or into water supplies.
Chemical weapons are toxins, such as nerve gas and mustard gas.

Recently, however, the danger from WMDs has
grown, as terrorist groups and "rogue sf,sf,gs,,-
nations that ignore international law and threaten
other nations-try to acquire them. One concern is
that terrorists will seize nuclear weapons during
transport. Another fear is that terrorists, or those
who sS.nnpathize with their causes, will gain access
to nuclear weapons programs in countries with
unstable governments, such as Pakistan.

/ Cfteckpcint What was the purpose of the NpT?

Terrorism Threatens Global
Secu rity
Since the 1990s, the world has witnessed a growing
threat from terrorism. Terrorism is the use of vio-
lence by groups of extremists to achieve political
goals, Terrorists'goals range from getting political

prisoners released to gaining territory or autonomy for a particular ethnic
group.Terrorists have bombed buildings, slaughtered civilians, police, and.
soldiers, and assassinated political leaders. Although terrorists have sel-
dom achieved their larger goals, they have inflicted terrible damage and
generated widespread fear.

Terrorists use headline-grabbing tactics to draw attention to their
demands. They might attack hotels and tourists in Mumbai, bomb com-
muter trains in Madrid, or blow themselves up as "suicide bombers,'to
kill Israeli or Iraqi civilians. Terrorism has led to greater international
cooperation between governments in an effort to prevent further attacks.

Regional Terrorist Groups Regional terrorist groups have operated
in the developed world for decades. For B0 years, the Irish Republican
Atmy (IRA) used terrorist tactics to force Britain out of Northern Ire-
land. Protestant paramilitary groups loyal to Great Britain responded
with the same tactics. During the cold war, the communist Red Brigade
in Italy used violence in an attempt to gain power. The ETA, a Basque
terrorist group, wants the Spanish government to grant independence to
the Basque region in northern Spain.

In south America, leftist groups like the shining path in peru and
FARC in colombia use kidnappings, murder, and bombings to overthrow
national governments. They finance their operations with the sale of ille-
gal drugs. In Asia, terrorist activities were linked to the long conflict
between India and Pakistan over Kashmir.
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Map Ski l ls Chemical,  nucleal and biological
weapons are distributed throughout the world.
1. Locate (a) Sudan (b) North Korea (c) lsrael

(d) India.
2. Describe Which nations have stockniles of

biological ,  chemical,  and nuclear weapons?

Draw Inferences Locate nations with
suspected weapons. Why might a nation
choose to be secretive about its stores of
dangerous weapons?

Conflicts in the Middle East Decades of conflict between Israel and
its neighbors have fueled terrorism. rn rg64, a group of Arabs founded
the Palestine Liberation organization (pl-o), with the goal of creating an
independent Palestinian state. In its early years, the pl-o used terrorist
methods.

The PLo renounced terrorism in 1988. Meanwhile, other terrorist
groups have emerged and continue their calls for the establishment of a
Palestinian state and the destruction of Israel. The Al-Aqsa Martyrs Bri-
gade, Hamas, Hezbollah, and Islamic Jihad are among the groups that
practice terror to achieve their goals. They found support in poverty-
stricken Palestinian refugee camps in Gaza and trained suicide bombers
to attack Israeli targets.

lslamic Fundamentalism By the 1980s, Islamic fundamentalism was
on the rise. This conservative reform movement wanted to revive Islamic
values and install governments that strictly followed Islamic law, or
Sharia. The Islamist movement was partly a response to the rise of secular
governments in many Muslim nations and the impact of western culture.
It was also a backlash against foreign support for Israel and the presence
of foreign powers in the Middle East. Islamic fundamentalists made
Israel or Western nations scapegoats for their problems.

The 1979 Iranian revolution brought an Islamist governmenr ro power.
Later, an Islamist group called the Taliban gained power in Afghanistan.
Fundamentalist movements have also emerged in countries from Algeria
to Indonesia. Iran and saudi Arabia have both provided financial support
for terrorist organizations.

Al Qaeda Attacks Some Islamic fundamentalists turned to tenorism. The
most widely known Islamic terrorist organization is ai eaeda (ahl xv duh),
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A Dangerous Leader
New York City police stand near a
"Wanted" ooster in 2001. How
does bin Laden threaten the
U nited States' se c u ritv?

t&fsrNgss *{$5T$RV vrD#@
Watch Ihe Taliban in Afghanistanon theWitness
History Discovery School'" video program to
learn about lslamic fundamentalism in
Afghanistan.
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Vocabulary Builder
priority-(pry AWR uh tee) n. something
deemed of greater importance than
other thinss

which means "the Base" in Arabic. The founder and leader of aI Qaeda is

Osama bin Laden, a wealthy Saudi businessman.
In the 1980s, bin Laden joined Muslim fighters battling Soviet forces

in Afghanistan. Later, he broadened his goals to include the overthrow of
governments considered "un-Islamic" and the expulsion of non-Muslims
from Muslim countries. In the 1990s, bin Laden mobilized al Qaeda to

expel U.S. interests and military power from Saudi Arabia.
Al Qaeda built a global network to train and finance terrorist activi-

ties. In 1998, al Qaeda terrorists bombed the American embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania. But the major blow came when
al Qaeda struck inside the United States.

On September 11-, 2001, al Qaeda terrorists hijacked
four airplanes in the United States. Most of the hijack-
ers were from Saudi Arabia. They slammed two air-
planes into the twin towers of the World Trade Center
in New York and one into the Pentagon near Washing-
ton, D.C. Passengers fought the hijackers on the fourth
flight, which crashed on the way to its target. More
than 2,500 people were killed in the attacks.

, /  Checkpoint What are the goals of ls lamic
fundamentalists?

Response to Terrorism
AI Qaedas attack on the United States triggered a star-

tling global shake-up. Governments around the world questioned their ability
to keep their citizens safe. U.S. President George W. Bush declared a "war on
terr:or" in general, and against al Qaeda in particular.

New Security Measur€s After the 2001 attacks, the United States
made national security a top priority. To this end, the government
strengthened and reorganized its intelligence services and passed new
counter terrorism laws. In the United States and elsewhere, there were
more rigorous security measures at airports and public buildings. A long-
term effort was launched to find out how terrorist groups were funded,
with the goal of cutting off terrorists' money supply and limiting their
activities. The United States worked with other countries to coordinate
intelligence about terrorist groups.

These measures were costly. In addition, some believed the federal
government was using the threat of terrorism to increase its power and
violate the constitutional rights and freedoms of its citizens. But many
felt that the threat was serious enough to justify extreme measures.

The Wars in Afghanistan As part of its "war on terror," the United
States made it a priority to find and punish the organizers of the 2001
attacks. Osama bin Laden was based in Afghanistan. The government
of Afghanistan, an extreme Islamic fundamentalist group called the
Taliban, refused U.S. demands to surrender the terrorists. The United
States then formed a coalition of nations to invade Afghanistan.In 2002,
with the help of Afghan warlords, American and allied forces overthrew
the Taliban and drove al Qaeda into hiding or flight. Bin Laden and
many Taliban leaders escaped capture.
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coalition forces helped Afghanistan hold elections for a new govern-

ment. The new government lifted many harsh Taliban laws, such as

those that forbid girls and women from getting an education. From hide-

outs along the Pakistan border, Taliban fighters resisted the new govern-

ment and its western allies. The war soon spilled into neighboring

Pakistan, where Taliban and aI Qaeda fighters took refuge.

War in lraq In 2003, President Bush urged Congress to agree to an

invasion of Iraq, citing intelligence reports that said Iraq was secretly
producing WMDs. The Bush administration also suggested that Iraq was

involved in the 2001 terrorist attacks against the United States. The war

was bitterly debated among Americans and around the world, because no

WMDs were found after the U.S. invasion.
A 2008 report by the Senate Intelligence Committee said that prior to

the invasion, the Bush administration had repeatedly exaggerated the

threat posed by Iraq. The report also revealed that there had been no

credible intelligence to support the Bush administration's claims that

Iraq was developing nuclear weapons, or that Iraq had longstanding ties

to terrorist groups.

Threats From lran and North Korea When Iran announced a plan

to develop nuclear power plants in the early 2000s, the United States
and other nations feared that Iran truly intended to develop nuclear weap-

ons. Although Iran insisted its nuclear energ'y program was for peaceful
purposes, the UN Security Council imposed some sanctions on Iran.

For years, North Korea violated its agreement under the Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty and worked on developing nuclear weapons. Ten-

sions grew as the United States tried to pressure North Korea to stop its

nuclear weapons program. In 2003, North Korea withdrew from the NPT.
In 2006, it tested a small nuclear bomb.

Many people feared that if Iran or North Korea developed nuclear weap-
ons, that nuclear technology could be passed on to terrorist groups. A
nuclear-armed Iran or North Korea also posed threats to their regions and
to world peace.

/  Checkpoint Why did the United States invade lraq?

lran's Nuclear Plans
lranians form a chain around a nuclear
research facility to show their support for
their country's nuclear program. Why do
Western nations obiectto the program?
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Terms, People, and Places

1. For each term, person, or place listed at
the beginning of the section, write a
sentence explaining i ts signi f icance.
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2, Reading Ski l l :€ompare and

Contrast Use your completed chart to
answer the Focus Quest ion:What kinds
of threats to national and global secu-
rity do nations face today?

Comprehension and Cri t ical  Thinking

3, Draw Inferences Why might the United
States and Russia be reluctant to fully
commit to nuclear disarmament?

4. Predict  Consequences How might
nations around the world react should
Middle Eastern nat ions democrat ical ly
elect ls lamic fundamental ist
governments?

5. Demonstrate Reasoned Judgment
Do you think that "preemptive" wars,
or wars waged to prevent other wars or
attacks, are sometimes necessary?
Explain your answer.

C Writing About History

Quick Write: Draft the Opening
Paragraph The paragraph that opens your
essay is the place to grab the reader's inter'
est. Remember that if the reader loses
interest after reading the first paragraph,
he or she is unlikely to continue reading.
Draft an opening paragraph about threats
to global security, using specific details to
grab the reader's interest. An opening such
as "There are many threats to global secu-
rity" is much less compelling than a
description of a specific threat.
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